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Dedications 
Annual Report Dedication 
In Memory of Carl Rezendes 
 
At their first official meeting on April 18, 2019, the Kensington Heritage Commission 
voted to honor the preservation work of Carl Rezendes.  The town has created a twelve-
member Heritage Commission, whose work will be to continue the loving care and 
expertise that Carl has been giving to the buildings in the Town Center for over 50 years.   
Congregational Church: Carl supervised the most recent interior renovation. 
The North School: Carl supervised the repointing of the brick walls and painting of the interior. 
Town Hall: Carl supervised the painting of the interior during the most recent renovation. 
Universalist Church: Carl ran the summer services and Old Home Day events, keeping the church in use and 
supervising repairs and exterior painting.  His care and respect for the historic church kept it from losing its 
integrity. 
Library: As a Library Trustee, Carl supervised the creation of the addition; designed the access ramp on the front; 
oversaw the repointing of the elegant masonry walls, and repainting of the interior.  With Stanley Underhill, they 
created the woodland landscape that distinguishes the rear of the building. 
Grange: Carl supervised, for the Grange Committee, the renovation of the interior which was carefully done so 
the building-maintained integrity through the process while adding kitchen and bathroom facilities and new 
granite steps to make it usable for Town functions. 
Cemetery: As a Trustee, Carl supervised the restoration of the historic iron fence as well as various landscape 
features and kept the grounds in perfect condition.   
Carl renovated his own home, the Moulton House, and with his partner Stanley Underhill created the landscape 
that is now in conservation easement.  He has also preserved and maintained the barns and sheds associated with 
the property.  
Carl has been a long-term board member of the Historical Society, the Social Library Trustees, Grange 
Committee, and a Cemetery Trustee.  He has brought a preservation ethic to these organizations which accounts 
for the excellently preserved character of the Town Center.  He is the one who puts the lights in the windows and 
wreaths on the doors of the Grange, Universalist Church and North School every Christmas.  And he is always 
willing to advise friends and neighbors about painting their houses.  
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Selectmen’s Report 
As 2019 began, an entirely interim Board of Selectmen were the stewards of the Town of Kensington. 
Michael Schwotzer, Ben Cole, and Bob Long stepped up to serve our town in September of 2018 during 
a time of crisis, and we are all grateful to them for their civic service. The leadership of that group 
enabled a time of stabilization, of reflection, and of progress on practical matters of town government. 
The previous Board completed negotiations for the new Sawyer Park agreement, hired a new police 
chief, and adopted a number of written policies and procedures to govern town financial and personnel 
practice.  
In March of 2019, an entirely new Board of Selectmen was elected by the voters (Peter Graves, 
Vanessa Rozier, and Joe Pace). Two of the new selectmen had never served in elective office before, but 
the new Board was able to get to work quickly thanks to the efforts of previous Boards and the can-do 
attitude of town employees. The new Board has had a lot to digest during the first year, including 
managing the implications of the new Sawyer Park agreement, achieving 24-hour coverage by the 
Police Department, and the ongoing negotiations regarding the Seabrook firing range.  
Thanks to a proactive appropriated budget, prudent fiscal management, grants, and state municipal 
aid, the Town came in slightly under budget in 2019. The Board undertook the 2020 budget process 
with fresh eyes and a commitment to a cost-benefit approach. The proposed town budget for 2020 
represents single-digit percentage growth over 2019, a surprisingly low increase given the myriad and 
significant needs of the town. The proposed budget includes a comprehensive pay plan for the police 
department that will prioritize retention of officers over the far more expensive proposition of frequent 
new recruitment. It also includes the additional hours for employees at the Town Office and Town Clerk 
voted on last year, and funding for the four elections the town will conduct in 2020.      
In addition to the operating budget, there are several proposed warrant articles the Board is putting 
before the voters this year. Some of these address creating new capital reserve funds for the fire 
department to allow for anticipatory saving for capital equipment purchases rather than reliance on 
expensive loans. The Board also proposes conducting a town-wide build-out analysis to determine 
vulnerability to development. This begins a process that can inform the crafting of a capital 
improvement plan and potentially the adoption of impact fees for new developments. Also among the 
articles is a request for the purchase of much-needed municipal accounting software that will greatly 
enhance the fiscal management of Town accounts, providing for greater oversight, analysis, and 
planning.  
In addition to the big-picture matters, the Board has been steadily working with staff and volunteers to 
improve programs and service provision, and to ensure that the Town of Kensington is responsive to the 
needs of residents. Several projects are continuing in 2020, including developing more clarity around 
the costs and revenues associated with Kensington Summer Camp, adopting more comprehensive 
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governing policies and procedures, and continuing the ongoing process of evaluating town staffing for 
maximum efficiency and effectiveness. 
The Board would like to thank all the volunteers on boards and commissions who give of their time and 
talents to make our democratic life a reality. We extend our grateful recognition as well to the town 
employees and department heads who work every day to get the job done for our friends and 
neighbors. Special thanks to our Assessing Clerk and Board Assistant Kathleen Felch, without whom we 
wouldn’t be able to function at all. Most of all, thanks to the people of Kensington. Thank you for putting 
your trust in us to do our best to serve you. Thank you for coming out to Deliberative Session and Election 
Day to participate in governing our town. And thanks for all you do to make Kensington such a special 
place to live, work, and raise a family.  
Thank you, 
 
Joe Pace, Chairman 
Vanessa Rozier 
Peter Graves 
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Recognitions 
Carlene Wiggin 
The Board of Selectmen would like to recognize Carlene Wiggin for her 40 years of service to the Town 
of Kensington.  Her dedication and knowledge of the town is irreplaceable, we look forward to many 
more terms with Carlene in the Tax office.  Thank you for your service. 
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In Recognition of Alfred “Buzzy” Felch 
 
Alfred “Buzzy” Felch has held various positions on the Department, such as Assistant Chief, and 
he was also a New Hampshire Forest Fire Deputy Warden.  
 
Although he retired from the Assistant Chief’s position a while ago, he still maintained his 
Deputy Warden status with the State and Town. He issued permits and handled forest fire 
duties throughout his tenure. After many years of service to New Hampshire and Kensington, he 
decided to retire from his position of Deputy Forest Fire Warden early this year but will remain 
to be a Charter/Life member of the Kensington Fire Department and Association.   
 
The New Hampshire Committee of Merit, which is an awards program started in 1987 advised 
the department that Deputy Warden Felch was being honored for 47 years of service to the 
Forest Fire service. Forest Ranger Michael Matson presented the certificate from the Committee 
of Merit at a meeting of the Board of Selectmen earlier this year.  
 
Mr. Felch was presented with a plaque from the department as well for his years of selfless 
service and providing his vision and leadership that formed and built the Kensington Fire 
Rescue.  
 
The department would like to recognize Buzzy for the many different roles he has held here in 
the Town.  Thank you for your service to Kensington Buzzy!   
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This was a big year in Kensington.  With the many changes in Kensington, another was the 
addition of Chief Cain.  He has been a member of the Kensington Police Department for 13 
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Town Officials 
BOARD OF SELECTMEN   TOWN CLERK 
Joe Pace, Chair   Exp. 3/22 Carol Beers-Witherell  Exp.  03/20 
Vanessa Rozier   Exp. 3/21 Sarah Wiggin, Deputy  at will            
Peter Graves   Exp. 3/20 
 
TAX COLLECTOR    TREASURER  
Carlene Wiggin    Exp. 3/20 Sara Belisle   Exp. 3/20 
Barbara Clark-Deputy  at will 
 
SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECKLIST  MODERATOR       
Pamela Schwotzer  Exp 3/25 Harold Bragg   Exp 3/21 
Donna Carter   Exp. 3/21 
Mary Jane Solomon  Exp. 3/20 
 
LIBRARY TRUSTEES    CEMETERY TRUSTEES 
Susan Bascom   Exp 3/20 Norman DeBoisbriand  Exp. 3/22 
Heather Ritter   Exp. 3/20 Fred Bloomberg   Exp. 3/21  
Janet Seeger   Exp. 3/21 
  
      
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS  GRANGE HALL TRUSTEES 
Jim Webber   Exp 3/20 Holly McCann   Exp 3/22 
Shawn Smith   Exp 3/21 Carol Beers-Witherell  Exp 3/22 
Kenneth Leonard   Exp 3/20 Frank Whittemore  Exp 3/20 
SAWYER/KEN. TRUST TRUSTEES       
Bruce Cilley   Appointee 
Mike DelSesto   Appointee      
Donna Carter   Exp. 03/20  
Heather Mercadante  Exp. 03/20 
Glenn Greenwood  Exp. 03/20    
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FIRE CHIEF and FIRE WARDEN   POLICE DEPARTMENT  
Jonathan True, Fire Chief  Exp. 6/20 Scott Cain, Police Chief   
      Toni Capozzi-Gorski, Admin Asst  Full Time 
      Atty. William Hart   Part Time 
BUILDING INSPECTOR    Jerrald Heywood, Sergeant  Prob x 1 yr. 
Norman Giroux   Exp. 4/20 Dennis Gorski, Corporal   Part Time 
      Sean Wlasuk, Officer   Full Time 
      Brad Von Haden, Officer   Prob x 1 yr. 
ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR   William Paskowski                                       Part Time 
Robert Fee Jr   Exp. 10/21 Michael Sielicki, Officer   Part Time 
      Chester Felch, Officer   Part Time 
      Christopher Maguire, Officer  Part Time 
BOARD OF HEALTH    Juli Noyes, Animal Control Officer  Perm 
Karl Singer, MD     Andrew Newman                                         Part Time 
Board of Selectmen     
Police Chief          
      ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT  
      Michael Schwotzer   Exp. 4/21 
HEALTH OFFICERS    Joan Skewes    Exp. 4/21 
Peter Graves     Bill Ford     Exp. 4/22 
Joe Pace     Mark Craig    Exp. 4/22 
      Janet Bunnell, ALT                Exp. 4/20 
PLANNING BOARD     
Peter Merrill, Chair  Exp. 4/21 CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
Mary Smith, Vice Chair  Exp. 4/21 Sydnee Goddard, Chair   Exp. 4/22 
Jim Thompson   Exp. 4/21 Joan Skewes    Exp. 4/21 
Michael Schwotzer  Exp. 4/21 Robert Gustafson    Exp. 4/20 
Janet Bunnell   Exp. 4/20 Pam Holland    Exp. 4/20 
Therese Wallaga   Exp. 4/22  
Robert Chase   Exp. 4/22 
Glenn Ritter, ALT   Exp. 4/20 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 
Christopher Chetsas, ALT  Exp. 4/22 Jonathan True, Director 
Christine Ouellette  Exp 4/22 
David Buxton, Driveway Approval Exp. 4/21 
Julie LaBranche, RPC Rep 
      HIGHWAY SAFETY 
JOINT LOSS COMMITTEE   Board of Selectmen 
David Buxton  Joe Pace  School Board Chairman 
Susan Gilbert  Jonathan True, KFD Chief of Police 
Norman Giroux  Scott Cain, KPD 
Kathleen T Felch     ROAD MANAGER 
      David Buxton 
        
RECREATION COMMITTEE   TOWN ENGINEER 
Elaine Bodwell   Exp. 4/20 Beal’s Associates 
Donna Carter   Exp. 4/21 
Lili Spinosa   Exp. 4/21 
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      WELFARE DIRECTOR   
TRAIL COMMITTEE    Kathleen T Felch 
Joseph Hickey   Exp. 4/20  
Jessica Benedetto               Exp 4/21 SEPTIC INSPECTORS 
Michael Gross   Exp 4/22 Rockingham County Conservation District 
Mason Holland   Exp 4/23       
Alec Logger   Exp 4/21 SOUTHEAST REGIONAL SOLID WASTE REP 
Robert Chase   Exp 4/22 Alfred Felch & Alan Tuthill 
Tim Estey   Exp 4/23 
Christopher Carr   Exp 4/22 
 
ROCKINGHAM PLANNING COMMITTEE REP 
Peter Merrill   Exp. 4/21 BOUNDARY WALKER 
      Vacant 
PART TIME SCRIBE 
Chelsea Lalime     TOWN AUDITORS 
      Vachon, Clukay and Co. 
DEPARTMENT MEETINGS 
Selectmen Meet the 1st and 3rd Mondays, monthly, at the 
Kensington Town Hall at 6:30pm 
Planning Board Meet the 3rd Tuesday, monthly, at the Kensington Town 
Hall, 7:00pm 
Zoning Board of Adjustment Meet the 1st Tuesday, monthly if needed, at the 
Kensington Town Hall, 7:30pm 
This board only meets for official business 
Conservation Commission Meet the 2nd Tuesday, monthly, at the Kensington Town 
Hall, 7:30pm 
Kensington Parks and Social Committee/Rec. Meet the 2nd Wednesday, monthly, at the Kensington 
Town Hall, 7:00pm 
Sawyer/Kensington Trust Meet the 3rd Wednesday, monthly, at the Pinnacle 
Center, 199 South Road, 7:30pm 
KES School Board Meet the 2nd Wednesday, monthly, at the school, 6pm 
Cooperative School Board Meet the 3rd Monday, monthly, at the Exeter High 
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Office Contact Information 
KATHLEEN T. FELCH - 
OFFICE ADMIN. 




 CARLENE WIGGIN- 
TAX COLLECTOR 









Zoning Board of Adjustment 
Permits-Building, Electrical, Burner 
Intent to Cut and Intent to Excavate 
General Town Information and various 
town permits 
Stickers 
Exemptions & Tax Credits 





              8:30-1:30pm 
 Collector of the Town’s Taxes 
Various office duties 
Tax bill information 
Payoff amounts 
Timber and Gravel Tax Payments 
Liens 





Hours:   Mon, Wed & Thurs. 
                 9:00am- 12:00 
            Wednesday Night 
                  6:30-8:00pm 
 Vehicle Registrations 
Dog Licenses 
Vital Records 
Registering to Vote 
Filing for Office 
Absentee Ballots 





Hours:  Mon.   9am- 2pm  
           Tues  9am-2pm & 3:00-7:00pm 
           Wed.    9am-2pm 
           Thurs.  9am-2pm 
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2019 Town Meeting Results 
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2020 Deliberative Session Minutes 
Kensington Town Deliberative Session 
February 5, 2020 – 6:30pm 
Kensington Elementary School Multi-Purpose Room 
 
In attendance: Selectman Peter Grave, Selectman Joe Pace, Selectwoman Vanessa Rozier, Attorney Justin Pasay  
 
At 6:55pm, Town Moderator Pro Tempore Ben Cole opened the Deliberative Session. Mr. Cole was appointed 
Moderator Pro Tempore by the Supervisors of the Checklist. The rules and format of the Deliberative Session were 
explained to the crowd.  
 
Mike Schwotzer of 49 Cottage Rd., made a motion to allow non-resident employees of the Town and non-residents 
associated with the Town to speak during the Deliberative Session. Jim Thompson of 53 Osgood Rd. seconded. The 
motion carries. 
 
Article 01: Elect Officials 
To choose all necessary Town Officials for the year ensuing.  
There was no discussion on Article 01.  
 
Article 02: Operating Budget 
Shall the Town of Kensington raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including appropriations by 
special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts set forth on the budget 
posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for the purposes set forth therein, totaling 
$1,958,164 (one million nine hundred fifty eight thousand one hundred and sixty four dollars) Should this 
article be defeated, the default budget shall be $1,835,186 (one million eight hundred thirty five thousand 
one hundred and eighty six dollars). The governing body may hold one special meeting, in accordance with 
RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised operating budget only. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The proposed operating budget is an increase of $169,749 from the budget adopted last year of $1,788,415. 
The net estimated impact is $.433 per thousand dollars of valuation. (forty-three point three cents per 
thousand dollars of valuation.) 
 
Selectman Pace explained that the bulk of increases are in compensation for town staff as there are some 
increases that were voted on in last year’s warrant that are now reflected in the budget. There have also been 
increases in the Police Department as the Town is making efforts to increase retention of police officers. In addition, 
there are more elections this year, resulting in increased election costs, as well as increases in fuel and insurance. 
 
There were no questions from the public. Article 02 will move to Ballot as presented.  
 
Mike Schwotzer of 49 Cottage Rd. made a motion to restrict reconsideration of Article 02. Russell Perry of 73 
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Article 03: Road Reconstruction 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200,000 (two hundred thousand dollars) for 
road reconstruction and maintenance of town roads. This will be a non-lapsing appropriation as per RSA 
32.7, VI and will not lapse until December 31, 2021. This is in addition to the operating budget article. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $0.517 per $1,000 valuation. (fifty-one point seven cents 
per thousand dollars of valuation)   
 
Selectman Graves explained this article to the public.  
 
There were no questions from the public. Article 03 will move to Ballot as presented.  
Article 04: Establish Fire and Emergency Services Capital Reserve Fund 
To see if the town will vote to establish a Fire and Emergency Services Capital Reserve Fund under the 
provisions of RSA 35:1 for purchase, upgrade, repair, overhaul and/or retrofit of fire vehicles, apparatus, 
equipment and related services. To include installation, repair and maintenance of fire fighting water 
supplies. This will be funded by requests for monies by warrant article including but not limited to 
reallocation of funds collected by the fire department during the previous year. 
Additionally, to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 (fifty thousand dollars) 
to be placed in this fund. 
Further, to name the Board of Selectmen as agents to expend from said fund upon recommendation of the 
Fire Chief. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.127 per $1,000 valuation. (twelve point seven cents per 
thousand dollars of valuation). 
 
Jim Thompson of 53 Osgood Rd. said he has no problem with the article except for the wording of paragraph 3. 
Mr. Thompson suggested that such a large expenditure should require a town meeting instead of designating the 
Board of Selectmen. Mr. Thompson made a motion to replace the “Board of Selectman” with “town meeting”. The 
motion did not have a second.  
 
Lisa Perrault of 7 West School Rd. asked for an explanation as to where the $50,000.00 came from. Chief True 
explained that they are trying to raise funds to purchase to avoid interest and lease payments.  
 
Shawn Smith of 46 Muddy Pond Rd. asked if the intent is to have 2 trust funds for the same purpose. Chief True 
responded that a capital reserve fund was recommended by the DRA because it helps the credit rating of the 
town.   
 
Alex Scott of 3 Tannery Way asked about the vehicles the Fire Department currently has. Chief True gave a 
summary of the Fire Department vehicles.   
 
Jean Waldron of 62 Cottage Rd. questioned if the fund would pay interest, which Chief True confirmed it would 
according to the DRA.  
 
Bob Hall of 101 Drinkwater Rd. asked questions regarding the condition of fire hydrants and defibrillators in 
town. Chief True responded that he is doing what he can to address hydrants and explained where the 
defibrillators in town buildings are.  
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There were no further questions from the public. Article 04 will move to Ballot as presented.  
 
Article 05: Fire and Emergency Services Capital Reserve Fund 
To see if the Town will vote raise and appropriate $45,091 to be placed in the Fire and Emergency Services 
Capital Reserve Fund. This sum to come from the unassigned fund balance and represent funds that were 
previously approved by the governing body for water supply repair and have not been expended. Should 
article 04 fail, this article will be null and void. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
There will be no tax impact from this warrant article. 
 
The Board gave a summary of this article.  
 
Lisa Perrault of 7 West School Rd. asked if these funds are already in the General Fund. It was explained that the 
funds were in the general fund and were moved to the fund balance; this article would allow that money to be 
placed in the Fire and Emergency Services Capital Reserve Fund.  
 
There were no further questions from the public. Article 05 will move to Ballot as presented.  
 
Article 06: Police Department Radios 
To see if the Town of Kensington will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,957.00 (thirty four 
thousand, nine hundred and fifty seven dollars) to purchase 10 (ten) Motorola portable radios, 
replacement/back-up batteries, charging stations, antennas, portable microphones and 1 (one) Motorola all 
band HP mobile in car radio. This sum will also include the upgrading of the police department’s mobile car 
radios and the replacement of 10 (ten) Motorola portable radios, that are over the serviceable life expectancy 
of 15 years. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $0.09 per $1,000 valuation (nine cents per thousand 
dollars of valuation). 
 
Jim Thompson of 53 Osgood Rd. questioned why 10 radios are needed. Chief Cain explained that there are 13 
employees and each radio would be assigned to a police officer so each officer has their own radio and can 
easily be identified by dispatchers. 
 
Lisa Perrault of 7 West School Rd. questioned the dollar amount for the radios and asked if grants have been 
applied for. Chief Cain gave a summary of the costs for the radios and explained there are no grants currently 
available. Ms. Perrault asked about the communication capabilities of the proposed radios with Rockingham 
Dispatch and the Fire Department. Chief Cain explained the way the radios would work between police, fire and 
dispatch.  
 
Hez Marks Mercadante of 43 Wild Pasture Rd. asked if the radios would work in the school with the 
communication issues that exist. Chief Cain said phone service is different than the phone service and the new 
repeater will improve radio communication.  
 
There were no further questions from the public. Article 06 will move to Ballot as presented.  
 
Article 07: Municipal Financial Software 
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To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $31,337.00 (thirty-one thousand three 
hundred and thirty seven dollars) for the purpose of purchasing Municipal Finance Software. This software 
will help with the day to day operational and compliance needs and to offer Kensington the ability to have a 
fully integrated financial management system created specifically for NH Municipal governments. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.079 per $1000 valuation. (seven point nine cents per 
thousand  dollars of valuation.) 
 
The Board gave a summary of this article.  
 
Taylor Florence of 3 Palmer Drive asked if this would help the staff at the town office. The Board confirmed yes 
and explained that it will allow for municipal specific reports to be generated and provided examples of how it 
would make tasks easier.  
 
Jim Thompson of 53 Osgood Rd. asked if the system would use the internet, thus creating security concerns. 
Selectwoman Rozier said that they did consider a cloud server, but they are leaning towards a server that would 
be housed in the town hall.  
 
There were no further questions from the public. Article 07 will move to Ballot as presented.  
 
Article 08: Appropriate funds to put town owned land into Conservation 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $25,000 (twenty-five thousand dollars) to put the 
following parcel of town owned land into a permanent conservation easement, 45.610 acres more or less, 
and is further identified as Map 13 Lot 1; 274 North Haverhill Road, and to be subject to maintenance by the 
Conservation Commission and protection by the Southeast Land Trust of New Hampshire. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.064 per $1,000 valuation. (six point four cents per 
thousand dollars of valuation). 
 
The Board summarized the article.  
 
Lisa Perrault of 7 West School Rd. asked why SELT is necessary if the Town owns the land. Sydnee Goddard of 
the Conservation Commission explained that the Commission received an itemized budget from SELT and in order 
to put land in conservation there are expenses such as having a survey completed, attorneys fees, and the cost of 
having the land monitored. Mrs. Goddard also said that a 3rd party organization is needed to ensure that the land 
is monitored and the property is actually protected.  Ms. Perrault questioned who the town is protecting the land 
from if the town already owns it and that requiring SELT’s involvement insinuates that the Town does not have faith 
in town council and the ability to self-manage its own land.   
 
Taylor Florence of 3 Palmer Drive asked if there is a way to monitor the land without having to go through SELT.  
Mrs. Goddard said that would be the job of the Conservation Commission.   
 
Joan Skewes of 132 Drinkwater Rd. said the land has been owned by the town since the 1960’s when it was 
acquired through a tax lien. There is nothing in place that would stop the Town from selling the land to raise funds 
in the future.  Ms. Skewes feels the land is best protected by a professional organization, not relying on volunteers.  
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Jen Macek of 8 Hidden Pasture Rd. asked if the Conservation Commission could request from the Board of 
Selectman that the land could not be sold. Attorney Pasay said if they Town owns the land with a tax deed, the 
process to sell the land would be relatively straightforward.  
 
Glenn Greenwood of 132 Amesbury Rd. suggested that that Town could vote by a warrant article that would 
prevent the sale of such a property from being so streamlined. Mrs. Goddard said that is it not recommended to 
have the town self manage the conservation land.  
 
Bob Hall of 101 Drinkwater Rd. stated that things can change quickly and he feels that Kensington needs to be 
involved with SELT.  
 
Jennifer Ramsey of 20 Stumpfield Rd. asked if there is currently an easement of any kind on the property. Mrs. 
Goddard stated there is not.   
 
Donna Carter of 119 Amesbury Rd asked why a deed restriction, which would restrict the sale of the land, couldn’t 
be put on the land. Selectwoman Rozier explained that a deed restriction is something that can be imposed on a 
deed and can also be un-imposed on a deed, which wouldn’t protect the property.   
 
Attorney Pasay stated that generally deed restrictions can be removed but only by the group that placed the 
restriction in the first place. 
 
Mary Smith of 46 Muddy Pond Rd asked if the land is buildable. There was not a clear answer to this question, 
however a description of the property was provided.  
 
There were no further questions from the public. Article 08 will move to Ballot as presented. 
 
Article 09: Accept donated land for conservation 
To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectboard to accept two gifts of land, 5 acres map 17 and lot 29 
(wetland within the Great Meadows wetland) and 4 acres map 8 and lot 18 (backland abutting Charles 
Hodges Conservation Area), both owned by Mary and Paul White. The purpose of the gifts is to ensure the 
permanent protection of these parcels through a conservation easement which will provide protection of 
wildlife habitat and scenic enjoyment by the general public. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
There is no tax impact for this warrant article.  
 
There were no questions from the public. Article 09 will move to Ballot as presented. 
 
Article 10: Fire Department-Appropriate funds from Fund Balance 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8,000 (eight thousand dollars) to be added 
to the Fire and Emergency Services Capital Reserve Fund with said funds to come from the unassigned fund 
balance. Said monies represent the sale of the old ambulance and SUV. If Article 04 fails, this article is null 
and void. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
There is no tax impact from this warrant article.  
 
There were no questions from the public. Article 10 will move to Ballot as presented. 
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Article 11: Add to Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund 
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,300 (six thousand three hundred dollars) 
to be added to the Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund. This is the second of five years additions, which will be 
used to pay the assessor’s cost for the State of NH required revaluation due next in 2023. This is in addition 
to the operating budget article. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.016 per $1,000 valuation. (one point six cents per 
thousand dollars of valuation) 
 
There were no questions from the public. Article 11 will move to Ballot as presented. 
 
Article 12: Build Out Analysis 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ($6,000.00) six thousand dollars for the 
purpose of the governing body conducting a build out analysis for the town. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.015 per $1,000 valuation. (one point five cents per 
thousand dollars of valuation) 
 
The Board explained what a build out analysis is.  
 
George Gavutis of 231 South Rd. expressed his concern that a build out analysis could aid developers. Mr. 
Gavutis was concerned if this would be in conflict with the master plan and maintaining the character of the town. 
Selectwoman Rozier explained that the purpose would be to help control the growth in town and in order to do 
that, there needs to be an understanding of potential for growth. She explained that if a large parcel were to be 
subdivided, there could be impacts on the school, roads, etc. that were not anticipated. The build out analysis 
would help determine if the Town should consider impact fees in order to plan for growth. Selectman Pace stated 
that he feels there is a significant amount of potentially developable land in town and the town is amiss in not 
having impact fees. He explained that a build out analysis will give the town the tools to address zoning 
regulations and potential weaknesses in the zoning that would allow for higher impact development than the town 
intended.  
 
Glenn Greenwood of 132 Amesbury Rd. said he would be opposed to impact fees, as he feels it can be a sort of 
double taxation, however thinks that a build out analysis is a great planning tool for the town and would be a 
valuable asset. He stated that a build out analysis isn’t generally something that helps a developer in any way 
 




Article 13: Social Services Request for Richie McFarland Children’s Center 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Thousand One Hundred Dollars 
($2,100.00) for the Richie McFarland Children’s Center’s (RMCC) early intervention program that serves 
children from birth to three years of age and their families. This investment will support the cost of providing 
early childhood special education, pediatric therapies and family support services to Kensington residents. 
RMCC bases the request on three hundred dollars ($300.00) per child served which is less than five percent 
(5%) of the annual cost for weekly home-based therapies. This past year RMCC served seven (7) Kensington 
children. This is a special warrant article. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
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The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.005 per $1,000 valuation. (zero point five 
cents per thousand dollars of valuation)  
 
There were no questions from the public. Article 13 will move to Ballot as presented. 
 
Article 14: Social Services Request for Rockingham Community Action 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 to Rockingham Community Action 
for the purpose of providing financial assistance, budgeting education & support to Kensington residents in 
crisis to move them toward self-sufficiency. This is a special warrant article. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.003 per $1000 valuation. (zero point three cents per 
thousand dollars of valuation.) 
 
There were no questions from the public. Article 14 will move to Ballot as presented. 
 
Article 15: Social Service Request for Meals on Wheels 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $717.00 (seven hundred and seventeen 
dollars) to Meals on Wheels for the purpose of providing meals and safety services to qualified Kensington 
residents. This is a special warrant article. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.004 per $1000 valuation. (zero point four cents per 
thousand dollars of valuation.) 
 
There were no questions from the public. Article 15 will move to Ballot as presented. 
 
Article 16: To Create Heritage Fund 
Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 674:44-d to create a Heritage Fund? Such revenues and expenditures 
shall be accounted for in a special revenue fund to be known as the Heritage Fund, separate from the general 
fund. The whole or any part of money so appropriated in any year and any gifts of money received pursuant 
to RSA 674:44-b shall be placed in a Heritage Fund and allowed to accumulate from year to year. Money 
may be expended from such fund by the Heritage Commission for its purposes without further approval of 
the local legislative body. The town treasurer, pursuant to RSA 41:29, shall have custody of all moneys in the 
Heritage Fund and shall pay out the same only upon order of the Heritage Commission. The disbursement of 
heritage funds shall be authorized by a majority of the Heritage Commission. Prior to the use of such funds 
for the purchase of any interest in real property, the Heritage Commission shall hold a public hearing with 
notice in accordance with RSA 675:7. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
This article has no tax impact. 
 
Lynn Monroe, Chair of the Heritage Commission summarized the article and activities of the Commission this year.  
 
Lisa Perrault of 7 West School Rd. expressed that if the money if ever coming from the taxpayers, that a 
selectperson should be involved not just the Heritage Commission. Selectman Pace explained that the RSAs that the 
Heritage Commission uses are modeled off of the RSAs that the Conservation Commission uses. There is a 
Selectboard member who sits on the Heritage Commission.   
 
There were no further questions from the public. Article 16 will move to Ballot as presented. 
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Article 17: Petition Warrant Article- Purchase Decimeter 
We, the undersigned legal voters of the Town of Kensington, New Hampshire, hereby petition to raise and 
appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Three Hundred dollars ($4,300.00) to purchase a Sound Track LxT 
n/Force (decimeter) and to train the Kensington Police Department officers in its use to enable them to enforce 
compliance with RSA 266:59 relating to excessive motor vehicle noise levels caused by illegally modified 
exhaust systems (especially on motor cycles). 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.010 per $1000 valuation. (one point zero cents per 
thousand dollars of valuation.) 
 
George Gavutis of 231 South Rd. said that he was one of the primary petitioners of this article and explained 
that he met with a member of the Board of Selectman and Chief Cain. There are many people in town concerned 
about the increasing amount noise on the roads, which he feels is directly related to the number of motorcycles in 
violation of the law for the exhaust system. Mr. Gavutis expressed that he is disappointed and concerned to see 
the Board of Selectmen did not support this article and asked why it was not supported.  Selectman Graves 
explained that the Board of Selectmen did sympathize with the challenge of loud noises, but that having a 
decimeter actually has potential to cost the town money. Selectman Graves explained that other nearby towns 
were polled and there are not many towns that have decimeters, and the ones that do are not using them.   
 
Chief Cain explained that he is split on whether this tool would be an asset to have. Chief Cain explained that this 
is the only tool that can be used to enforce the noise, but when he spoke with other agencies he learned that they 
are not using it due to challenges in court as this is not a tool designed for police use. If the Town votes to purchase 
it, the Department would try to use it, but Chief Cain is concerned about litigations in court.  
 
Mr. Gavutis asked if it would be possible for the Police Department to use funds in their budget to purchase this 
without a special warrant article. Selectman Pace said that they could.  
 
Jim Webber of 6 Wild Pasture Rd. said he feels it is worth a try to have the tool for the police to use.  
 
Taylor Florence of 3 Palmer Drive made a motion to change the dollar amount to $1.00. Jen Macek of 8 Hidden 
Pasture Rd. seconded. Mrs. Florence was asked why she wanted to changed the amount, to which she responded 
that she feels you choose where you live. Mrs. Macek asked how the money could be made back on this when the 
ticket is $62.00.  
 
Selectman Pace said that changing the dollar amount in this way materially changes the intent of the article.  A 
vote was called, the motion does not carry.  
 
There was no further discussion. Article 17 will move to Ballot as presented. 
 
Article 18: Petition Warrant Article- Library Celebration-125th 
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000 (two thousand dollars) to the 
Kensington Public Library for expenses related to the library’s 125th anniversary. The 125th Anniversary 
Committee has organized a series of events and an end-of-year gala in 2020 to celebrate this anniversary 
and the library’s role in the community. This is a petitioned warrant article. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
The tax impact of this article will be an increase of $.005 per $1000 valuation. (zero point five cents per 
thousand dollars of valuation.) 
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Jackie Benson, a volunteer of the KPL summarized the article.  
 
There were no questions from the public. Article 18 will move to Ballot as presented. 
 
Article 19: Petitioned Warrant Article-Town Clerk from 1 year term to 3 years 
Are you in favor of changing the term of the town clerk from one year to three years, beginning with the term 
of the town clerk to be elected at next year's regular town meeting in 2021. 
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. 
There is no tax impact for this article.  
 
Dennis Roffman of 29 Amesbury Rd. asked why the Board of Selectman did not give an opinion on this article and 
it was explained that because there is no money involved, the Board of Selectman is not required to do so.  
 
Lisa Perreault of 7 West School Rd. said that the Town Clerk has to attend state training and a 3 year term is 
reasonable due to the expense of training someone in that position. 
 
There was no further discussion. Article 19 will move to Ballot as presented. 
 
Mike Schwotzer of 49 Cottage Rd., made a motion to send best wishes to the Town Moderator, Harold Bragg and to 
let him know that he was missed. Russell Perry of 73 Amesbury Rd. seconded. The motion carries!  
 
No additional business was brought forward and the meeting was dismissed at 8:51pm by Moderator Pro 
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2019 Municipal Budget MS-636 
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2020 Default Budget    
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2020 Final Budget Detailed 
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Long Term Bond 
 
In 2016 NHMBB refinanced a portion of its outstanding debt.  Town of Kensington’s portion is from 2019-2028, with a total savings to the town 
of $25,812.00.  The above debt schedule shows the adjustments. 
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Balance Sheet 
ASSETS   
 Current Assets  
  Checking/Savings 2,601,573.39 
  Other Current Assets 240,436.17 
 Total Current Assets 2,842,009.56 
TOTAL ASSETS 2,842,009.56 
LIABILITIES & EQUITY  
 Liabilities  
  Current Liabilities  
   Other Current Liabilities 2,317,376.79 
  Total Current Liabilities 2,317,376.79 
 Total Liabilities 2,317,376.79 
 Equity 524,632.77 
TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 2,842,009.56 
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Vendors  
 
Green Works, Inc. 20,113.85
GreenBee Technologies, LLC 7,581.00
Greenland International Campground 71.04
Harold Bragg-Reimbursement 60.00
Health and Wellness Animal Hospital 248.89
Health Trust 118,798.34
Hidden Brook Farm 0.00
Higgins Office Products 209.63
IAFC 255.00
Impact Fire Services, LLC 314.70
Inclusion Solutions, LLC 3,432.00
Industrial Protection Services, LLC 1,926.10
Infinite Imaging 101.20
International Code Council 730.70
Interware Development Company, Inc. 1,396.00
J P Cooke Company 147.24
J. Pandelena & Son, LLC 5,500.00
J.J.R. Holding Company, LLC 0.00
Jerry Heywood-reimbursement 26.91
JJR Holding Company, LLC 55.47
Jonathan True-Reimbursement 2,045.61
Jordan Signature Heating 540.00
K&B Lawn Maintenance & Snow Removal LLC 21,984.98
Karimah's Kitchen 574.55
Kathleen Felch- Reimbursement 617.32
Kensington Autoworks, LLC 808.43
Kensington Public Library 32,763.87
Kensington School District 2,552,300.00
Key Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. 128.00
LabCorp 163.00
Lakes Region Fire Apparatus Inc 195.44
Land & Boundary Consultants, Inc. 255.00
Leaf 1,260.00
LHS Associates, INC. 2,423.75
Mammoth Fire Alarms 927.50
Mapping & Planning Solutions 3,700.00
Mark A. Heitz 4,935.00
Martha Jane Shimano- tax overpayment 20.62
Mary Rezendes Brown-refund for rental 100.00
Matrix Paving and Excavating 103,380.20
McFarland Ford Sales, Inc. 194.07
Midway Oil 7,434.70
Minuteman Press 973.49
Morton Salt, INC. 12,107.05
Municipal Pest Management Services Inc 22,337.00
National Wrecker Service, Inc. 3,910.28
Navy Federal Credit Union 148.12
NEACTC 60.00
NESPIN 100.00
New England Barricade Co 513.70
New England Lock and Safe 90.00
NH Assoc. 0f Chiefs of Police Inc 150.00
NH Assoc. Of Assessing Officials 20.00
NH Assoc. Of Conservation Commissions 275.00
NH City & Town Clerk Assoc. 100.00
NH Department of Labor 50.00
NH Department of Safety-DMV 51.00
NH Dept of Safety,Div Fire Standards & Tr 1,385.00
Nh Health Officers Assoc. 70.00
NH Municipal Association 2,303.00
NH Retirement System 79,395.91
 
A. Rifkin Co. 21.73
Adamson Industries Corp. 1,846.85
Alexis Garrant 427.07
Ally Financial Inc. 14,909.36
AmeriGas 381.07
Anco Signs and Stamps 18.00
Arjay Ace Hardware 276.11
Arthur Wiggin- Reimbursement 225.61
ATT 115.57
Avitar Associates Of N E Inc 28,654.61
Axon Entriprise, Inc. 641.64
B & S Disposal 233,827.50
Back Office Solutions 27,406.97
Bar Code Direct 5,096.00
Beal's Associates PLLC 149.68
Bell & Flynn Inc 2,675.50
Ben's Uniforms 15,847.99
Benjamin Cole-Reimbursement 0.00
Bergeron Protective Clothing 11,363.46
Block 5 Technologies 0.00
Blue Ribbon Dry Cleaners Inc 405.50
Bob's Septic Service, LLC 325.00
C P Building Supply Inc 84.67
Carlene Wiggin, Reimbursement 251.82
Carol Beers-Witherell-reimbursement 1,166.20
Celtic Electric LLC 5,070.00
Center for Occupational & Empl Health 1,099.20
Central  Square Technolgies 2,755.00
Citizens Bank 49.11
Citizens Bank-Credit Card 6,118.12
Citizens Bank-Credit Card PD 15,079.47
CivicPlus 1,500.00
COMCAST 9,326.40
Computer Critical Care, LLC 10,993.30
Consolidated Communications 5,346.14
ConvenientMD LLC Stratham 530.00





Donahue, Tucker & Ciandella PLLC 10,371.19
Donna Carter- election expenses 90.63
Donna Carter-Reimbursement 676.04
E & J Auto Parts 498.60
E&J Auto Parts 236.16
EarthLlnk Inc 279.40
Elite Printing Group, LLC 317.00
Emergency Services marketing Corp. Inc. 600.00
ESRLAC 100.00
Exeter Region Cooperative School District 3,239,961.00





Gallagher, Callahan & Gartrell 30,752.50
Geico 173.46
George E. Sansoucy, PE, LLC 18,075.90
Granite State Security, Surveillance, LLC 1,428.00
Green Works, Inc. 20,113.85
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NH State Firemen's Association 400.00
NH Tax Collectors Association 150.00
NHCTCA 100.00




Norman R. Giroux 12,303.31
North Conway Grand Hotel 390.00
Noyes, Juli- Reimbursement 182.12
Otis Elevator Company 3,411.96
People's United Bank 53,664.50
Pinnacle Leadership Foundation 1,011.00
Pinnacle Public Finance 41,740.00
Pitney Bowes 258.99
Pitney Bowes, Inc. 125.00
Plourde Sand & Gravel C., Inc. 4,428.48
Portland Glass Inc. 3,052.20
Premium Title Services, Inc. 766.80
PRIMEX 30,618.34
Property Protection Monitoring 174.00
Puget Sound Instrument 1,208.50
Purchase Power 3,474.43
Red Jacket Mountain View 538.00
Richie McFarland Children's Center 2,100.00
Rockingham Community Action Program, Inc 1,500.00
Rockingham County Chiefs Of Police  Assoc 50.00
Rockingham County Registry of Deeds 144.75
Rockingham County Treasurer 353,177.00
Rockingham Planning Commission 12,551.00
Rockingham Planning Commission-Books 143.00
RPF Environmental 1,475.00
RU2 Systems Inc 17.90
Sawyer Kensington Trust 30,000.00
Scott Cain-Reimbursement 118.00
Seacoast Business Machines 1,200.04
Seacoast Chief Fire Officers Mutual Aid 520.00
Seacoast Media Group 2,752.93
Seacoast Technical Assistance Response Te 871.90
Seacoast Tree Care 6,975.00
Service Link LLC 88.90
Sewall Enterprises 6,300.00
Signature Escrow & Title Services LLC 48.00
Signs of the Times 290.00
SIRCHIE 44.31
Southeast Land Trust of NH 125.00
Southeast Regional Refuse District 53B 1,916.05
Staples-Commercial Account-PD 225.96
Staples-Commercial Account-Town 23.99
Staples Credit Plan 418.11
State of New Hampshire- UC 25.00
Sullivan Tire 250.00
Techprint Inc 1,266.30
The Farm at Eastman's Corner 655.32
Timothy Riel Consulting 1,800.00
Title 365 30.16
TMDE Calibration Labs, Inc. 385.60
Tomlinson & Hatch LLC 18.50
TOP COPY 89.00
Treasurer State of NH 110.00
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Salaries 2019 
Salaries 
    









John Andreasse $100.00  
  
Sara Belisle, Deputy $500.00  
 
Scott Cain, Chief $69,559.27  $11,181.10  
 
   
Chester Felch $767.25  $28,253.00  
 
   
Donald Frost $18,421.90  $496.00  
 
   
Dennis Gorski $23,165.00  $1,505.00  
 
   




Christopher Maguire $9,608.36  $3,230.00  
 
David W. Buxton $15,089.52  
 
Justin Moran $13,698.63  $2,310.00  
 
   




Michael Sielicki $1,675.00  $1,805.00  
 
Karl Singer         $150.00  
 
Brad Von Haden $45,509.57  $1,040.00  
 
   
Sean Wlasuk $58,789.84  $13,478.38  
 
   
William Hart $15,900.04  
  
OFFICE STAFF * 
  
Toni Capozzi – Gorski $46,832.66  
  
Kathleen T Felch $41,414.33  
     
Linda Buxton $10,165.75  
     
Chelsea Lalime $3,730.00  
 
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER 
   
   
Noyes, Juli $1,832.75  
  
FIRE DEPARTMENT 
      
Katelyn J Ahearn $2,074.50  
 
SELECTMEN 
   
John Andrews $3,457.00  
 
Benjamin Cole $750.00  
  
Stephanie Beane $1,513.88  
 
Michael Schwotzer $750.00  
  
Benjamin Cole $2,946.63  
 
Robert Long $750.00  
  
Tiah Eaton $2,495.63  
     
James Farley $2,321.00  
     
Christopher Freddette $99.00  
 
TOWN CLERK’S OFFICE 
   
Sarah Gallo $240.00  
 
Carol Beers-Witherell,   Town Clerk $17,918.65  
  
Alexis Garrant $489.25  
 




Jason Greene $288.00  
 
                      
  
Mark Kimball $4,623.75  
  
           
  
Michael Lawson, Jr $1,492.50  
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Michael Lawson, Sr $3,298.88  
 
TAX COLLECTOR’S OFFICE 
   
John R. Lebel $3,025.51  
 
Wiggin, Carlene, Tax Collector $17,932.49  
  
Scott MacDougall $5,581.63  
     
Scott McCarthy $3,671.50  
     
Scott McGee $1,387.13  
     
Seth Noyes $112.50  
 
* No insurance payments by employees were deducted, all figures are gross. 
Jeremy Poder $985.13  
     
Alexa Ronan $2,284.49  
     
James Simmons, Jr. $110.25  
     
Jonathan True, Chief $22,464.00  
     
Laurel Urwick $1,134.00  
     
Jennifer Walsh $1,816.20  
     
       
  
ELECTION WORKERS 
   
SCHOOL PAYMENTS 
 
Waldron, Jean  $       38.43  
  
Kensington School District $2,552,300.00 
 
Solomon, Mary Jane  $       92.80  
  




Merrill, Peter  $     165.31  
  
   








Schwotzer, Pam  $  43.50  
  
Kristin Bisbee - Berardino 
 
Perry, Russell  $     100.05  
  
Dana Donovan $13,664.86  
 
Demaree, Sandra  $       43.50  
  
Molly Donovan $11,507.01  
 
Herney, Susan  
$        92.80  
  
Susan Gilbert $39,001.56  
     
Jane Hunt - Brackett $3,781.66  
     
 
  
     
       
    
   
   
   
CAMP COUNSELORS       
Catherine Bannister $7581.60      
Soraia Barros $694.10  
     
Jacob Casey $1,460.50  
     
Michael Florence, Jr $261.01  
     
Carolyn Greenwood $1,983.96  
     
Emily Greenwood $910.00  
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Jennifer Kirby Macek $1,870.00  
     
Sara Quimby $1,837.00  
     
Kolton Robinson $987.83  
     
Cade Ronan $1,122.00  
     
Anna Soucy $1,764.29  
     
       
MAINTAINANCE 
      
Arthur Wiggin $9,812.50  
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Special Revenue Funds 
Ambulance 
    
Jan - Dec 
19 
 Ordinary Income/Expense  
  Income  
   3160 Ambulance payments 34,401.47 
  Total Income 34,401.47 
  Expense  
   4215 A  Ambulance Replacement 13,267.94 
   4215 AR  Ambulance Repair/Maint 2,617.44 
   4215 L EMS Licenses 5,956.50 
   4215 M  EMS Medical 312.72 
   4215 R EMS Supplies 4,824.51 
   4215 S Services 4,862.47 
   4215 T  EMS Training 136.50 
  Total Expense 31,978.08 
 Net Ordinary Income 2,423.39 
Net Income 2,423.39 
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Rec Revolver Profit and Loss  
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Tax Rates 
 












KES & COOP 13.37 
State 1.89 
Total Tax Rate 19.46 
2018 TAX RATE 18.55 
2017 TAX RATE 22.39 
2016 TAX RATE 23.51 
2015 TAX RATE 23.11 
2014 TAX RATE 23.86 
2013 TAX RATE 24.55 
2012 TAX RATE 20.08 
2011 TAX RATE 18.87 
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Tax Collector’s Report 
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Town Clerk’s Report 
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Dog Licensing 
 
Each owner of a dog four months old or over must license the dog with the Town Clerk before 
May 1st of each year.  By law, dogs age 4-7 months old must receive a Rabies Vaccination.  
The certificate of vaccination is to be presented to the Town Clerk at the time of licensing. 
Fees: 
Male or Female Dog – NOT Spayed or Neutered    $10.00 
Male or Female Dog  -  Spayed or Neutered    $7.50 
Senior Resident Discount       $3.00 
 
Penalties enforced after June 1st: 
$25.00 Fine 
$7.00 fine for handling per RSA 
$1.00 fine each month dog is unregistered. 
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Vital Statistics 2019
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Police Department Report 
     
                    Scott D. Cain                                                                                                   95 Amesbury Road 
Chief of Police                             TEL: (603) 772-2929                          Kensington, NH 03833 
                                                              FAX: (603) 778-4949                              
2019 Kensington Police Department 
Annual Report 
In 2019 the Kensington Police Department responded to 7,168 calls for service, this is 491 
more calls for service than 2018.  Property crimes remained low again for another year. We 
continue to receive many calls of various scams and have seen a large increase in Identity 
fraud and credit card thefts. If you receive any suspicious calls, emails or correspondence and 
you are unsure of the legitimacy please feel free to contact the Police Department for 
assistance, we can direct you on being financially safe.  
2019 had it challenges, as the police department operated approximately 4 months short 
staffed, with only two full time officers. Chief Scott Sanders retired in February after accepting 
a position in the private sector.  I was promoted to Chief of Police in March after 13 years of 
service at the Kensington Police Department.  I started my career as a part-time officer in 
February 2007. I worked my way through the ranks over the years serving as a Patrolman, 
Detective, Patrol Sergeant and Assistant Prosecutor.  In April 2019, Jerry Heywood was hired 
to fill the Patrol Sergeant position. Sgt. Heywood’s law enforcement experience makes him an 
asset to the Kensington Police Department. Sgt. Heywood started his career as a Corrections 
Officer at the Rockingham County Jail. He has also worked for both the Kingston and East 
Kingston Police Departments as a full-time patrolman. He also currently serves as a part-time 
Deputy Sheriff for the Rockingham County Sheriff’s Department. Officer Dennis Gorski who 
has worked for the Kensington Police Department for 24 years was promoted to Corporal and 
Field Training Officer (FTO) and was assigned as the lead evidence technician. Officer Wlasuk 
was assigned as the community outreach officer. In this position he works with fundraising, 
social media and you will often see him visiting the Kensington Elementary School reading to 
the kindergarten class.  Officer Brad Von Haden came over from the Hampton Falls Police 
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Department where he served 6 years working part-time. Officer Von Haden will be attending 
the 182nd full-time police academy at the New Hampshire Police and Training facility in 
Concord.  I want to commend Officer Sean Wlasuk and Administrator Assistant Toni-Ann 
Capozzi-Gorski for their ongoing support during my transition to Chief. Officer Wlasuk 
sacrificed his personal time to help cover shifts when we were short staffed. Toni-Ann is the 
heart of the police department, after 22 years of service she knows the ins and outs of the 
department.   
This year we applied for a Highway Safety Grant and added a new communication tool inside 
the fleet. New internet routers were purchased from Cradle Point and installed to 
communicate with the New Hampshire Division of Motor Vehicles from the Data Mobile Units 
(Tablets) directly.  Theses routers have a stronger signal that was needed due to areas in 
Kensington that have no WIFI signal.  We also installed new thermal image printers inside the 
fleet. This ensures the Kensington Police Department is compliant with the Division of Motor 
Vehicles new reporting system “E-Ticket”. We now can electronically send violations from the 
Mobile Data Units to Division of Motor Vehicles traffic infraction and accident reports. The 
traffic infractions can be printed from inside the cruiser as a receipt.  
Considering the nationwide drug epidemic, Kensington has not been sheltered. We have had 
several encounters with heroin and fentanyl. The police department has attended training to 
carry Narcan/Naloxone.  This training also included taking extreme precautions which is 
needed not only to protect the citizens, but also to keep the officers from being exposed to 
theses deadly illicit drugs.  Every unit on the fleet will carry two (2) doses of Narcan/Naloxone 
spray. 
I would like to extend my gratitude and appreciation to the Town Administration, the Board of 
Selectmen, and all department heads for their partnership and look forward to another 
successful year.  
On behalf of the entire staff at the Kensington Police Department I would like to thank the 
community for their continued support.  I welcome any questions or concerns you may have 
regarding any public safety matter.  Please feel free to contact me anytime at 603-772-2929 
or via email at scain@kensingtonpd.com. 
 
Chief Scott Cain  
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2019 Police Department Statistics 
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Fire Department Report 2019 
 
Kensington Fire Rescue 2019 Annual Report 
Training and manpower 
Each Tuesday night we meet for training- sometimes at our station and sometimes at 
surrounding communities. This allows multiple opportunities for networking and helps area 
departments work together during an emergency. We currently have 19 members on our 
roster, and we are always looking to add more!  These dedicated men and women respond 
from their homes or work to the station and then respond on the apparatus to the emergency. 
The Fire Chief works part-time and responds on both EMS and fire calls in addition to his 
administrative duties. Congratulations to Ben Cole, Mike Lawson Sr. and his son Mike Jr. who 
took classes and received their EMT licenses, John Lebel passed his NH Certified FF2 and 
Tiah Eaton has passed Certified FF1. 
Equipment- 
This year we paid off Engine 2, our 2013 pumper. Ambulance 2 is a used 2006 unit we 
purchased (at no cost to the taxpayers) from the town of Kingston this year and will hopefully 
serve us well for the next few years. Engine 1 is a 1994 pumper and is going to need to be 
replaced in the future. Rather than lease a truck, we are hoping to create a fund and add 
money each year by ballot to save up funds, thus reducing interest costs when it comes time 
to replace a piece of apparatus in the future. Car 1 (a hand-me-down from the PD) was going 
to need some costly repairs so it was sold along with the old ambulance. That money will go 
towards a replacement vehicle that can be used by the Chief as a command vehicle for fire 
and emergency management and police when requested.   
Run Summary       TOTAL INCIDENTS    216 
FIRE      EMS    SERVICE CALLS    
49 local incidents    122 local incidents  8 
2 mutual aid to us    16 mutual aid to us 
14 mutual aid given    5 mutual aid given 
 
KENSINGTON FIRE RESCUE 
124 AMESBURY ROAD   KENSINGTON, NH 03833 
Business (603) 772- 5751 Fax (603)772-8213 
www.town.kensington.nh.us/ 
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Future plans- 
We are applying the Insurance Services Organization (ISO) and National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) standards to create a blueprint for our future in the community. ISO is 
used to set commercial and residential fire insurance rates and we will be using their model as 
a basis to reduce and stabilize the amount of homeowner/business fire insurance you pay. 
NFPA uses a national consensus model of standards guiding safety and operation of our 
fire/emergency services and is the basis for the NH state fire code, which is applied to all 
structures in town. The goal is to reduce the chance of a fire or emergency occurring and if 
one does, to reduce the size and effect while increasing safety for all. We continue to apply for 
federal and state grants at every opportunity. If you are interested in serving as a Firefighter, 
EMT or support services, please contact the Fire Chief by phone or email. 
 I would like to thank the town officials, departments and you for supporting us and we will 
continue our efforts to provide professional, efficient and quality service to our community. 
Jonathan True 
Fire Chief 
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Emergency Management 2019 Annual Report 
Town of Kensington, New Hampshire 
Office of Emergency Management 
95 Amesbury Road 
Kensington, NH 03833 
Emergency Management 2019 Annual Report 
The Emergency Management office has been working on various planning projects within the Town. We 
secured a grant which covered the cost of reviewing and rewriting the town’s hazardous mitigation plan. 
This plan creates a list of projects that the town, state and federal government can work on 
collaboratively to reduce the possibility of damage or injury from various man-made and natural 
disasters. I would like to thank all the officials and members of the town that attended and gave their 
time and input into the report. It will be completed, approved by FEMA and the Selectmen and put on 
the website sometime in the spring of 2020. 
The next plan to update will be the Emergency Operations Plan (EOP). This is a guide for town officials 
and departments to follow in preparation of, during and immediately after an emergency. We have 
applied for the grant and should start the process of rewriting the plan in the spring of 2020. Any 
member of the public is welcome to attend our meetings, and they will be posted on the town’s website.  
Also, in 2020 we will participate in the Seabrook Station drill/exercise which tests staff, officials and the 
plan to ensure we are trained and prepared for such an emergency. The drills will wrap up in October.  
We have other plans we are working on as well- an emergency communications plan that will hopefully 
improve cell coverage for the public and add radio links to improve our police and fire communications 
with dispatchers and surrounding communities. It will also add communication solutions for some of our 
town-contracted companies and town employees/officials. 
The Emergency Management Director is always working to secure grants for various projects in town 
and will continue to do so.   
Please contact me if you have a person who is not ambulatory in your residence. The information we 
gather is used by Police, Fire and Emergency Management to make sure we have adequate resources 
to take care of everyone should an emergency arise.  




Emergency Management Director  
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Library Report 2019 
Kensington Public Library 2019 Annual Report 
 
One of the goals we set out to achieve in our Strategic Plan was to make the Sawyer Room more 
attractive and comfortable.  We have added heating and air conditioning units and plan to update it 
with comfortable furniture for patrons who need a quiet space to work with our free Wi-Fi.  This 
improvement will also allow us to provide a better venue for all of our events.  More groups are 
meeting at the library and this improved space will give us another room for patrons to utilize. 
 
Highlights of the Year: 
• We completed our Memorial Garden.  A large granite slab was installed and engraved pavers 
with names of the garden’s benefactors were placed among the plantings.   
 
• We continued planning for the 125th anniversary celebration in 2020 with a committee of 
volunteers.  A literary festival, “Books in Bloom,” “One book, one town.” are just some of the 
events that have been planned for 2020. 
 
•  We had another very successful summer reading program for kids, teens and adults 
 
• A generous patron built us a “story walk” which is situated along the path to the school. These 
will display pages of children’s books so one can read a whole book on the way from the 
school to the library. 
 
• With the continued hard work of the Friends of the Library we had a very successful annual 
May book, bake and tomato sale. 
•  E-books and audio book downloads have increased substantially while circulation of physical 
items has dipped slightly, which is a pattern in most libraries. 
 
•  Our museum passes continue to be popular with patrons and their usage increased slightly this 
year. 
 
Activities and events for community:  
  
For adults: 
• Co- hosted four speakers with the Kensington Historical Society through the NH 
Humanities Council   
• Continued weekly “Learn to Knit” evening lessons on Wednesday evenings 
• Facilitated monthly book clubs  
• Hosted additional events such as “Preparing for College, “Backyard Coyotes,” NH Primary 
History,” among others. 
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For children: 
• Concluded our summer reading program with our annual Ice Cream Social at Sawyer Park 
…over 100 people attended. 
• Had numerous movie and craft afternoons for children on early release and no school days    




• Regularly acquired new titles as well as weeded old collection 
• Offered one-on-one technology assistance for patrons when needed 
• Provided Interlibrary Loan service to patrons 
• Facilitated patron use of borrowing e-books and audio books from Overdrive service 
• Provided reduced price or free museum passes for patrons to popular area museums 
• Provided assistance to the public with historical documents stored in the vault and Sawyer 
Room  
 
Workshops Attended by Staff: 
  
Children’s Librarians of New Hampshire Annual Meeting 
NH Library Association Annual Conference 
Continued involvement in Seacoast Area Libraries Group 
Friends of the Library Contributions: 
 
• A gift basket and “lottery board” that were raffled off at the Holiday Fair  
• Spring Book/Bake/Plant Sale  
• Summer long Heirloom tomato sale at the Library 
• Summer Reading Program performance sponsorship 
• Kids activities at Kensington Holiday Fair table were funded 
• Flower boxes in front of the Library were changed and maintained with seasonal plantings 
 
The Library staff is grateful to all of our patrons who frequent the library for books, DVDs, events, etc.    
We would also like to thank those who have been so generous in donating their time, expertise and 
funds to the library.  We are fortunate to be in such a wonderful, caring community  We are also very 
appreciative of the work and commitment of our Friends organization.  Without them, we would not be 
able to offer as many wonderful events to Kensington’s children. Special thanks also go to Harold 
Bragg and his crew, Arthur Bonnevie and Alan Lewis. 
 
We lost a long-time friend and advocate of the library this year, Carl Rezendes, who passed away in 
August.  Carl and the Social Trustees have made it possible for the library to retain the integrity of the 
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KENSINGTON PUBLIC LIBRARY STATISTICS    
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Road Manager Report 
February 1, 2020 
As 2019 started off we didn’t get a lot of snow, but we spent a lot of time sanding and salting 
Done by B & S Disposal and Matrix. 
When spring arrived, we contracted Matrix to clean ditches and some culvert work. 
Sand and Salt contracts were continued with Morton Salt and Plourde Sand and Gravel. 
A number of dead trees were removed from the town right of way and Branches along Drinkwater Road  
By Seacoast Tree.  
We contracted with Work Safe for Highway cones and Signs, Sawhorses by New England Barricade. 
Drainage improvements at the Town Hall were done by Matrix And we contracted Road reconstruction  
With R and D paving for the work done on Wild Pasture and Towle Hill Road work done on Kimball Road was 
done by Matrix. 
Thank You, 
David Buxton 
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Trustees of the Trust Funds 2019 Report  
Trustees of Trust Funds are the custodian of the town's perpetual care funds, charitable trusts, and capital 
reserve/expendable trust funds. Trustees of Trust Funds make the decisions regarding expenditure from these 
funds based on the wishes of the donor in the case of privately donated funds, and release capital reserve funds 
and expendable trust funds to the appropriate government officials upon request. Trustees of Trust Funds make 
the decisions on how these funds are to be invested based upon the statutes and the investment policy adopted 
by the Trustees. Source: Charitable Trusts Unit, Department of Justice, State of New Hampshire (2017) Handbook for Trustees of Trust Funds 
The Town of Kensington Capital Reserve Funds and Common Trust Funds were invested on behalf of the Town by 
Three Bearings Fiduciary Advisors (formerly Bearing Point Wealth Partners) based on the Trustee of the Trust 
Funds Investment Policy.  During the year ended December 31, 2019, the market value of the Funds increased 
by $21,524.76 compared to the balance at December 31, 2018 and now has a market value of $422,660.82.  
 During the year there were additions to the Highfield Farm Trust, as well as income earned and remitted to the    
John W. & Jesse E.  York Scholarship Fund from monies held by Cambridge Trust.   
  Eight current and past local students were recipients of scholarship awards from the John W. & Jesse E.  York       
and Bessie B. York & Faith N. York Scholarship Funds. Fiscal Year 2019 Warrant Articles authorized use of the Fire 
Department Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for partial payment of the final lease Payment on the fire truck in 
the amount or $19,000 and addition of $6,300 to the Revaluation Fund. 
The following schedules reflect the calendar year activity, the December 31, 2019 value of the Funds and the 
State of New Hampshire Report of Trust and Capital Reserve Funds (MS-9). 
Respectively Submitted: 
Trustee of the Trust Funds: 







At the end of this term, Jim Webber will be 
stepping down after 15 years as a Trustee, 
the past three years as Chair.  During that 
time Jim was actively involved with the 
scholarship’s component of the trusts.  We 
who served with him appreciate the 
leadership and friendship he provided.  This 
was only one of many ways Jim has and 
continues to serve the Town of Kensington. 
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During Fiscal Year 2019 the Trust Funds Incurred the 
Following Activity 
      
      
      
Additions and New Funds:     
 Perpetual Care     
      
 
Perpetual Care and for the Good of 
the Cemetery  $                  -      
      
 Highland Farm Trust   $                  -      
      
 Revaluation Fund  
 
$     6,300.00    
      
 
John W. & Jesse E.  York 
Scholarship  
 
$     3,730.68    
      
     
 
$    10,030.68  
      
Disbursements:     
 Highland Farm Trust     
      
 
John W. & Jesse E.  York 
Scholarship  
 
$     6,000.00    
      
 
Bessie B. & Faith N. York 
Scholarship  
 
$   12,000.00    
      
 Highland Farm Trust  
 
$         750.00    
      
 Fire Department Equipment  
 
$   19,000.00    
      
     
 
$    37,750.00  
      
 Portfolio Management Fees    
 
$      2,175.59  
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Cemetery Trustees Report 2019 
We would like to thank Carlton Rezendes for all he has done for the Cemetery.  Rest in Peace Carlton. 
Thanks to the Board of Selectmen for getting all our tree work done this year so that we can remove it from our 
2020 budget.  Plus authorizing the clean up in the old cemetery. 
Thanks to K&B Landscaping for their great work in keeping the two cemeteries looking great. 
                 The Trustees 
REMINDERS  
Artificial flowers are not to be placed at gravesites. Wires cut accidentally by lawnmowers can cause serious 
injury to both the mower and the person mowing.  
Christmas decorations should be removed by April 15th and Memorial Day decorations by November 1st. By 
following these guidelines, we hope to keep the cemetery looking well maintained.  
The Cemetery Trustees must approve the size and location of headstones or markers before they are installed on 
the individual plots. Approval is also needed before planting any tree, shrub or other perennial.  
The cemetery is closed to traffic and burials through the winter months, but will reopen in the spring as soon as 
road and frost conditions permit. The iron gates are closed all year, except for Memorial Day weekend.  
 
BURIAL PROCEDURES  
Every Town resident is entitled to a burial plot free at the time of his or her death. Kensington is the only town in 
New Hampshire that we know of that has established this privilege. There are two gravesites to a plot for a 
couple, one for a single person.  
In the event of a death, the family should contact the town office, or one of the Cemetery trustees. If the family 
has not already selected a plot, the Cemetery trustees will assist them.  
 
CREMATION 
Increasingly people are choosing cremation; standard burial procedures need to be followed:  
A trustee must be notified before burial of ashes.  
The ashes must be placed in a permanent container (concrete, bronze or synthetic material).  
A burial permit must be filed with the town clerk.  
 
WINTER BURALS 
Due to weather, road conditions and frozen or muddy ground, the Dearborn Cemetery will not be open for winter 
burials. An exception will be considered at the discretion of the cemetery trustees, taking into account the amount 
of snow and ground condition. The town burial vault is available for storage until spring.  
 
PERPETUAL CARE 
Although the town has an annual budget to maintain the cemetery, it is not adequate to keep individual stones 
cleaned and in repair. This duty is the responsibility of the family, however, often there is no longer a family 
member residing in town and the stones fall into disrepair. Perpetual care is a fund established to help with this 
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situation. The cemetery trustees urge families who have plots that do not yet have perpetual care established for 
them to do so soon. The suggested amount is $250.00 per gravesite.  
 
PROPOSED 2020 CEMETERY BUDGET 
Budget Wages……………………….....…… 13,295.00 
Supplies………………….……………… 0.00 
Fuel……………………………………… 0.00 
Equipment Maintenance……..….………. 0.00 
Road Maintenance………………………. 0.00 
Tree Maintenance…………..…………  0.00 
Stone Maintenance…………………..  0.00 
Fence Maintenance….………………… 1,270.00 
Total…………………………….…… 14,565.00 
 




The Cemetery Trustees, 
 
Fred Bloomberg-603-778-2731 
Norman DeBoisbriand- 603-501-8488  
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Grange Hall Trustee Report 2019 
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Submitted by Joe Hickey, Chair 
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Conservation Commission 
Annual Report for Kensington Conservation Commission 2019 
 
Throughout 2019 the Commission met and discussed the following issues: 
 
Hodges Conservation Land  
 
Haying contracted signed for the cutting the fields at Hodges.  The Commission 
discussed a second forests cutting at Hodges.  Forester, Charlie Moreno was contacted.  
Projects are backlogged due to wet weather in 2019, but we are on his schedule, project date to 
be determined.   The construction of the foot bridge from Moulton Ridge onto the Hodges 
property is on hold due to beaver activity.  The Commission is investigating beaver control 
throughout the area.   Rockingham County Conservation District (RCCD) applied a third 
application to control invasive species at Hodges. The Commission pursued reimbursement 
from the Society for Protection of New Hampshire Forests (SPNHF) half the cost of the 
invasive species control at Hodges.   
 
The Commission met with Brandon Kernen from NH DES to discuss the town of 
Seabrook wells.   The impact of the drawdown of water does not extend beyond a mile from 
the well head.   Mr. Kernen also discussed testing of water at private wells.  Be Well Informed 
section of the NH DES website provides information regarding private wells and water testing.  
The shooting range located at the Seabrook well site is a concern.  It is best to keep the well 
head area in a natural state.  Historically there was no supervision of the gun range, there has 
been shooting of monitor wells, ATVs driving over monitor wells.  In addition, there was no 
control of access to the site and concern of gravel removal.  Seabrook is looking to make 
improvements in the property.  Issues of concern are expansion of use, expansion of gravel 
excavation. 
 
The Commission discussed pond reclamation for the pond on Drinkwater Road.  NH 
Department of Environmental Services and UNH Cooperative Extension Service was 
contacted.  Neither agency provides assistance in pond reclamation.  Gregg Jordan, County 
Forester visited site.  Vegetation growing in pond is a native species. With no state agency to 
provide assistance with pond reclamation, funding to dredge pond will need to be further 
investigated.   
 
The Commission reviewed monitoring reports from South East Land Trust (SELT) for 
private lands that are protected with a conservation easement.   The Commission met with land 
owners interested in placing a conservation easement on their property.   The Commission met 
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with Paul White who was interested in donating land he owns to the town. The Commission 
drafted a Warrant Article to accept the gift of Paul and Mary White to accept two gifts of land, 
a 5 acre piece within the Great Meadows and a 4 acre piece, backland abutting the Hodges 
Conservation Area.  
 
The Commission discussed with Barbara Richter from the NH Association of 
Conservation Commissions the land owned by the town off of Route 108, that as of 2019, this 
town owned land was not protected.  Having a conservation easement on the land would 
provide the greatest protection in perpetuity.  SELT was contacted regarding the cost 
associated with placing a conservation easement on the property.  The Commission walked the 
perimeter of the 40+ acre property and then again with County Forester, Greg Jordan.  The 
property is a diverse hardwood forest which abuts adjacent land, the Bodwell property that is 
now protected with a conservation easement and monitored by SELT.   The Commission 
obtained an estimate from SELT for costs associated with placing land in conservation, such 
as survey, drafting legal documents and contribution to the monitoring fund.  The Commission 
drafted warrant article requesting 50% of the funding from the town.  The other 50% of the 
necessary funding would come from the Conservation Fund. 
 
The Commission attended Planning Board meeting to expresses concerns over wetland 
violations at 152 Drinkwater Road.  The Commission walked the property with the 
landowner’s representatives and provided a letter of recommendations to the Planning Board 
regarding the violations and ongoing activity.    
 
The Commission reviewed the Trails Committee Policies and met with the Trails 
Committee to work collaboratively on projects.  
 
The Commission received a grant to control invasive species at town sheds to prevent 
the further spreading of invasive species.   The Commission intends on having a meeting with 
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Sawyer Kensington Trust Report 
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Planning Board Report  
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Historical Society Report 
The Historical Society of Kensington celebrates 50 years. 
 
It was founded in 1970 by a group of close to 200 residents interested in preserving the 
historical buildings and artifacts within the community.  The incorporation papers state the 
object for which the society is established is: 
 
• To preserve the historical records of the town; 
• To preserve and maintain its antiquities; 
• To interest and encourage the younger generation in perpetuating the traditions of 
the town. 
 
On January 19th, 1972, the Historical Society entered into an agreement with the School 
Board of Kensington wherein the Society would assume responsibility of the care and 
maintenance of the “ old brick school house” and maintain the North School as would 
reflect the school’s condition from its earlier days through the whole period of its 
operation. 
 
The Historical Society has been instrumental in funding the preservation of early Parish 
accounts and other important historical documents. The Kensington Social Library is the 
repository of those documents as well as many of the town’s early records showing the 
changes in the roadways and land holdings within the town, historical records and objects. 
 
The Current Officers are: 
President                    Lorraine O’Keefe 
Vice President            Elaine Bodwell 
Secretary                    Meghan Gross 
Treasurer                    Holly McCann 
 






Robert Hanson  
 
Curator of Documents and Objects:  
Joan Webber 
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Schedule of Town Property 
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Trash and Recycling 
Trash & Recycling Pickup is Every Tuesday beginning at 6:30am.  Trash pickup will follow school 
closings.  In the case of a school closing trash will be postponed until the following day.  Please 
see the town website for updated instructions in inclement weather.   
 
Each bag or container must have a trash sticker affixed to the top item, not the barrel.  All 
items exceeding the weight limit, size, or otherwise not complying will not be picked up. 
 
Hazardous waste is not acceptable, there are collection days offered once a year, see the town 
website for instructions and dates, they are usually in the fall. 
 
Any business putting out trash or recycling will not be picked up.  This adds costs that exceed a 
normal household volume and contributes to higher taxes. 
 
In April of 2019 a Recycling Committee was called together.  The Subcommittee has been 
tasked with advising the Board of Selectmen to better address the ongoing challenges of the 
collection and disposal of trash and recycling. 
TRASH CONTAINER LIMITS 
1. Waste must be contained in plastic bags or trash barrels, not to exceed a capacity of 
32 gallons. 
 Cardboard boxes may NOT be used. 
2. Waste must be placed at the end of the driveway by 6:00am on Tuesdays. 
3. Weight of any container must not exceed 50 pounds. 
4. Each 32-gallon container/bag must have a Kensington Trash Sticker affixed to it, or top 
item in barrel.  Stickers are available at the Town Office and Kensington Pubic Library. 
5. NO Construction debris, brush or stumps will be picked up and no 55 gallon drums. 
6. Residents may dispose of bulky items and other items that cannot be included with trash, 
such as motor oil, at the  
Raymond Transfer Station Mon-Sat. 8am-4pm 895-6273 
Fees and instructions are located on the town website at www.town.kensington.nh.us. 
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*Any containers over 32 gallons or that exceed 50 lbs. 
will not be picked up.  
RECYCLING 
Recycling is now a comingled program.   Please do not bag your recyclable items. 
DO NOT INCLUDE: Food Waste, Films, Plastic Bags, Plastic Wrap or Styrofoam, Shredded 
Paper (no material under 2” diameter). No Paper towels or tissues. 
Do Recycle: 
• Cardboard (broken down to manageable sizes), clean paper, dairy and juice containers, 
brown bags, newspaper, magazines, office paper, chopped paper above 2” diameter, 
books (hardcover removed). 
• Plastic Bottles & Containers (1,2,3,4,5,6&7) 
• Glass Bottles & Jars 
• Metal Cans (Steel tins, aluminum containers & cans) 
*No food waste or composted items, containers cleaned with no food residue. * 
 
JUNK CAR REGULATION 
New Hampshire Statute requires anyone with two or more unregistered vehicles or old cars no 
longer intended or in condition for legal use on highways or used auto parts equal in bulk to 
two vehicles must obtain a license or be subject to a $10.00 per day fine and a mandatory 
injunction to end the violation by Selectmen.  New and used car dealers registered as such are 
not considered auto junk dealers but must remove junk cars from their premises within 180 days. 
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2018 Audit Report  
TOWN OF KENSINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Financial Statements December 31, 2018 and 
Independent Auditor's Report 
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Population 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2013 
  1044 1322 1318 1902 2124 2106 
Election Districts 
 US Congress  District 1 
 Executive Council District 3 
 State Senate  District 24 
 State Representative District 16, 35 Rockingham County  
                                 
  
TOWN OF KENSINGTON 
95 Amesbury Road 
Kensington, NH  03833   
    
Tel       603-772-5423 
Fax      603-772-6841  Website:  www.town.kensington.nh.us 
 
 
